We suppose throughout that XΦ φ, Y' Φ φ, and f:Xx Y->R. We write ^~{X) for {F:φΦFaX,F is finite} and define J^(F) similarly. The maxίminimax inequality is the relation (1) inf sup inf f(x, (?) fg sup inf sup f (F, y) 
GeϊF(Y) xeX FeJ(X) yeY and the minimax inequality is the relation (2) inf sup f(X, y) ^ sup inf f(x, Y) . yeY xeX
The main result of this paper is Theorem 5, which gives some conditions under which (1) holds. These conditions are completely non-topological and depend only on the fact that certain functions attain their suprema on X. We prove Theorem 5 by defining a "remoteness" relation on the subsets of Y, but we point out that Theorem 5 can also be proved by first reducing the problem to the "iterated limits unequal" situation (by using the technique of Remark 8 and then the diagonal process) and then going through the same steps as in [6] , . The approach adopted here embodies a new type of diagonal argument (Lemmas 2 and 3) which might find applications elsewhere, and an argument similar to but subtler than that used in [9], Lemma 2. There is another proof of Theorem 5 that is "frontended" in the sense that we can choose the functions k 19 k 2 , of Theorem 5 by a purely inductive process without having first to choose a sequence {y^n^. The price one pays for the "frontendedness" is that the induction is more complicated and that is why we have avoided the alternative approach. 709 
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S. SIMONS Remarks 6, 7, and 8 give certain topological conditions under which (1) holds; the result in Remark 8 uses Theorem 5 and is considerably deeper than the other two.
In Lemma 11 we give some conditions (far from the best, but adequate for our purposes) under which (2) follows from (1) and thus derive some minimax Theorems in Theorem 12, Remark 13 and Theorem 14.
Theorem 15 is a converse minimax theorem and leads immediately to Theorem 16, which contains the result of James referred to in the title. Those sections of this paper that are needed for Theorem 16 are entitled "Lemma" and "Theorem", while those not so needed are entitled "Remark". 1* A maximinimax theorem with no topology and hardly any convexity* NOTATION 1. If Z Φ ψ we write S z for "supremum on Z". We write "conv" for "convex hull of". 
LEMMA 2. We suppose that f(X, Y) is bounded and Ae R. If φ φ Wc Y and Zc Y we write W&Z if there exists he
Proof. We suppose inductively that p ^ 1 and that, for all n < p, y n and Y n have been chosen so that (3, n) , (4, n) , and (5, n) are satisfied. We choose y p e Y p^ arbitrarily and define Z p so that (3, p 
Hence (5, p) is satisfied and the Lemma is proved by induction. 
Proof, (a) We write W = {z n : n ^ 1} and h = lim sup % _o=> /(•, z n ). (4, p) . It follows that W&Z P , as required.
(b) If {z n } n^ is as in (a) then, from (a) and (5, p),
Now the lim inf of a real sequence is the inίimum of the suprema of all its subsequences (this is the crux of [6] , Lemma 2) so, taking the supremum of the right-hand side of (7) over all subsequences {z n } n^x of {y n }n>p we get the required result.
LEMMA 4. We use the notation of Lemma
Proof. If p is sufficiently large then g e conv /(•, Z p ). The equality follows from Lemma 3(b) by letting p -> oo and the inequality follows from (4, p). (1) 
{x)) -S Σ (inΐ neN a n ).
This is closely related to the following result: if S is a sublinear functional on a real linear space E and D is a nonempty convex subset of E then there exists a linear func-tional φ on E such that φ is dominated by S on E and inf φ{D) = inf S(D). This latter result is discussed in [4] , [5] , and [8] , Theorem 28(d) and Remark 29.
We point out that Lemma 9 can be deduced from known minimax theorems. On the other hand Lemma 9 generalizes [2], Theorem 6.
LEMMA 11. We suppose that X and Y are nonempty convex subsets of real linear spaces and
for all yeY f( ,y) is concave on X,
, y m ) e ^{Y) then, from (10) and Lemma 9, there exist λ lf , λ m ^ 0, \ + + λ m = 1 such that
This establishes "^" in (12) and "^" is trivial. (13) Proof. It is trivial that (14)=> (15) From Lemma 9, there exists x e X such that
from the inequalities above. The result follows since δ>0 is arbitrary.
(18)=>(17). We suppose that ϊ"is as in (17) [3] , [6] , and [7] .)
